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OVERVIEW

This white paper examines the thesis that IBM's DB2 product family 
is especially well suited to provide data management services 
for customers running value chain solutions from i2 Technologies. 
In particular, it explores the technical design philosophy and practical
implementation details of various elements of the DB2 product 
family, especially DB2 Universal Database (UDB). The paper also
includes examples of two leading users of the DB2/i2 solution to
illustrate the effectiveness of the offering.

i2, a leading provider of end-to-end supply chain management 
solutions, and IBM, a leading provider of IT systems, data manage-
ment software, and business information technology (IT) consulting 
services, have formed an alliance to deliver significant value through
an offering that encompasses the application solution, hardware 
foundation, middleware infrastructure, and business transformation
services. This solution is designed to help deliver optimized return on
investment and to help ensure quick time to value for customers
deploying i2 applications.

METHODOLOGY

This document is sponsored by IBM and i2. The products from their
alliance address key elements of ebusiness trends that IDC has been
writing about for several years. We have also analyzed the sponsors'
claims and checked them against several case study analyses, which
we conducted by applying detailed questionnaires to customers of the
IBM/i2 alliance. We found the results consistent with the claims of the
sponsors. Summary results and conclusions from two case studies,
Carraro Group and Whirlpool, are included in this paper. 
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The CyberSmart Computing revolution is transforming businesses
and affecting every aspect of commerce. The result is electronic
business, or ebusiness, which demands flexibility, fast turnaround
time on demands from customers and partners, quick time to market,
and highly efficient operation � all with no room for error. Nowhere
are these pressures felt more than in value chain management. In
forming their value chain management solution alliance around tech-
nology and service, IBM and i2 have shown their ability to provide
customers with the tools they need to meet the ebusiness challenge.
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EBUSINESS AAND TTHE VVALUE CCHAIN

The CyberSmart Computing Paradigm
Four years ago, IDC recognized a third paradigm of computing, which
supplanted the earlier centralized, closed system paradigm and the
client/server system paradigm (see Table 1). The third paradigm,
which IDC has called CyberSmart Computing, represented a usage
model for computing that assumes broad interconnectedness of 
systems, breaking down barriers of architecture, operating system,
geography, and application. It has been enabled by the emergence of
key standards, including TCP/IP, the World Wide Web layered over
the Internet, HTML, component-based development, the platform-
independent Java programming language and environment, XML,
and, most recently, a collection of standardized messages and 
protocols surrounding XML.

Although IBM and i2 directly address the various elements of
CyberSmart Computing, what is more significant is the fact that 
this emerging paradigm demands that IT organizations approach
systematic issues, such as value chain integration, strategically and
adopt holistic solutions to their solution and management. The
IBM/i2 alliance is designed to offer such holistic solutions. 

CyberSmart Computing Drives eBusiness
eBusiness doesn't just happen by accident. It must be planned and
developed carefully, based on a strategy for the enterprise overall
and the role that IT will play. A critical element in any such strategy is
accounting for the smooth integration and management of the value
chain � that succession of supplies, actions, and interactions that
adds value through the evolution of a product or service construction
and delivery process. 

Enterprises exist to serve their customers by providing added value.
The timeliness and efficiency with which value is added can directly
influence the margins of a firm or even if the firm will operate at a
profit or a loss. The effective application of ebusiness principles in
using IT to manage, enhance, and improve the value chain of a 
business represents a critical success factor for any enterprise.

The result has been the linking of computer systems internally 
and externally that leads to electronic modes and media for all
aspects of business. Therefore, we have a new way of driving 
business operations and commercial interchange � one that 
presumes automated, rational, and timely execution of business
functions and smooth interactions within an enterprise and between
enterprises. This new way of running a business is called electronic
business, or simply ebusiness.

The third paradigm, which IDC has
called CyberSmart Computing,
represented a usage model for
computing that assumes broad
interconnectedness of systems,
breaking down barriers of architecture,
operating system, geography, and
application. 
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What is more significant is the fact that
this emerging paradigm demands that
IT organizations approach systematic
issues, such as value chain
integration, strategically and adopt
holistic solutions to their solution and
management. 

The effective application of ebusiness
principles in using IT to manage,
enhance, and improve the value chain
of a business represents a critical
success factor for any enterprise.
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eBusiness Demands on the Value Chain
eBusiness is greatly accelerating the pace at which business is
done. In response to the overwhelming imperative to process
through the enterprise from front to back as cleanly, efficiently, and
accurately as possible, enterprises have been turning to IT
approaches that enable them to drive the critical processes of the
value chain in a reliable and scalable manner. Not only are these
approaches a means of enhancing business operations, but they are
also increasingly becoming a matter of survival.

TTaabbllee 11:: TThhee TThhrreeee PPaarraaddiiggmmss ooff CCoommppuutteerr UUssaaggee

First: Proprietary Computing Second: Client/Server Computing Third: CyberSmart Computing

User interface (UI), application, UI and application on client, UI on "thin" client, application on
database on one computer database on server application server(s), database(s)

on local or remote server(s)
Dumb terminals, punch cards, Graphical user interface clients Browser-based clients using 
printed reports ASP, JSP, XML/XSL
Proprietary server operating Open systems server OS Server OS irrelevant 
system (OS)
No client OS Client is Windows, MacOS, or OS/2 Client is a browser and supporting 

environment
No middle-tier OS No middle-tier OS Middle tier is either .NET or J2EE 

environment
Remote data access impossible Remote data access hand-coded Remote data available 

via middleware transparently
No UI or hard-to-use UI Easy-to-use UI User-configurable UI
Simple data in flat files or Simple data in relational Complex, active data in 
proprietary databases databases with SQL component ORDBMSs
Only data needed for application Business records stored in Business records, business
continuity (such as business operational database, business intelligence data, customer 
records) is stored intelligence in data warehouse relationship management data, 

or marts supporting content (e.g., email), 
transaction history data (XML), 
portal content all kept and 
managed in an unbounded 
environment of databases and 
database-managed files

Data exchange by files, Data sharing via FTP, pipes, Data sharing via XML document 
requiring programs electronic data interchange (EDI) exchange
Internal cross-program processes Internal cross-program processes Internal cross-program processes 
are batch or manual can be hand-coded via remote mediated by integration servers

procedure call (RPC), pipes, etc.
Intersystem processes Intersystem processes hand-coded Intersystem processes enabled
nonexistent using middleware by Web services using ebXML
Information delivery Information available via query tools Comprehensive information via 
requires report programs portals

Source: IDC, 2003
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eBusiness Principles
Businesses seeking to adopt ebusiness need to consider the following
critical success factors in managing those elements of their IT
systems that will participate in ebusiness processes:

� Speed, because competitiveness depends on responsiveness

� Dependability, which is paramount because customers and
suppliers will abandon an unreliable partner

� Flexibility, because partners and business relationships change
over time

To address these factors, an ebusiness must have its IT systems
fully and efficiently integrated and must have highly scalable,
responsive, and reliable data management facilities.

IBM AAND ii2 RRESPOND TTO TTHE CCHALLENGE

For manufacturers, the core of value chain efficiency is in managing
the relationship with and among suppliers � that set of functions
known as supply chain management (SCM). IDC acknowledges i2
as one of the leaders in the SCM software market. Enhancement 
of the processes by which interactions with and among customers
and suppliers inside and outside the enterprise are coordinated and
managed is sometimes called value chain integration. As leaders 
in the areas of supply chain integration and management and 
IT systems integration and management, i2 and IBM are well 
positioned to provide superior value chain integration solutions.

The i2 Approach to Value Chain Integration
Figure 1 illustrates i2's view of value chain integration.

As leaders in the areas of supply chain
integration and management and IT
systems integration and management,
i2 and IBM are well positioned to
provide superior value chain
integration solutions.

IBM's DB2 Product Family:
Powering the i2 Optimized Supply Chain

FFiigguurree 11:: TThhee ii22 VViieeww ooff VVaalluuee CChhaaiinn
IInntteeggrraattiioonn

Source: i2, 2003
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Based on this view, i2's approach is a holistic one (see Figure 2)
designed to allow companies to continually optimize key supply
chain processes to squeeze excess cost out of operations. The
results are improved profitability and return on investment. Solutions
addressed by i2 Six span the entire supply chain, optimizing
processes in the areas of revenue and profit optimization, spend
optimization, production optimization, fulfillment optimization, and
logistics optimization. They include domain-specific elements backed
by extensive knowledge of a wide range of vertical industries,
process flow management with transactional functionality, integrated
decision support, and online content management. The aim of i2
systems is to provide continuous, reliable, optimized execution of
every stage of the value chain from supplier to customer.

How DB2 Complements i2
Clearly, an integrated environment servicing continuous value 
chain processes depends on data management technology that 
is reliable and scalable and that delivers consistently high performance
with a minimum of data administration overhead. Such a database
management system (DBMS) must also have a proven capability to
deliver enterprise-level business intelligence support.

The DBMS Technology of DB2 Universal Database
IBM's DB2 product family offers technology that addresses all 
the required areas described above. DB2 UDB, with its internal 
parallel architecture, provides performance and scalability across 
a range of symmetrical multiprocessor (SMP) systems and includes
optimization features for business intelligence. DB2 UDB Extended
Enterprise Edition, with its parallel-node shared-nothing architecture, is
specifically designed for very large, highly scalable data warehouse
environments, such as those required in support of larger value chain
integration deployments.

i2 solutions incorporate process
methodology that combines integrated
planning and execution to help
companies deal with the variability
between supply and demand. By
integrating disparate planning systems
with execution management systems,
business performance optimization can
occur in real time.

FFiigguurree 22:: TThhee ii22 AApppprrooaacchh ttoo VVaalluuee CChhaaiinn
IInntteeggrraattiioonn

Source: i2, 2003

DB2 UDB Extended Enterprise Edition,
with its parallel-node shared-nothing
architecture, is specifically designed for
very large, highly scalable data
warehouse environments, such as
those required in support of larger
value chain integration deployments.
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The DB2 Product Family and Integration
In addition to the DBMS itself, the DB2 product family includes tools
that support online analytical processing (OLAP), complex query opti-
mization, data mining, and enterprise information portal development
and deployment. Because the DB2 product strategy has always 
presumed a heterogeneous environment, IBM can provide suitable
technologies for integrating the DB2 database component of an i2
solution with existing enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications
and databases, including non-IBM databases, without requiring
changes to those applications or conversion of the databases. 
IBM technologies can also integrate DB2 databases with data and
content in a variety of other kinds of files. Figure 3 illustrates these
access options.

It is also useful to note that the DB2 product family spans the 
widest possible range of enterprise computing platforms, 
including PCs running Windows or Linux operating environments,
leading Unix operating environments, AS/400 systems, and 
IBM mainframes running Linux or IBM mainframe operating 
environments (OS/390 or zOS).

VALUE CCHAIN IINTEGRATION SSOLUTIONS UUSING
DB2 AAND ii2

IBM and i2 have teamed up to provide integrated support for their
combined products, ensuring that the relationship is far more than a
"press release partnership." Sales and support personnel are 
fully trained and briefed about the DB2/i2 solution at the IBM and i2
Competency Center in Irving, Texas. As a result, users will find
knowledgeable field support personnel from both companies ready
to assist them. In addition, users will find support for planning and
briefing preparations regarding the DB2/i2 solution at IBM's Centers
of Excellence in Hawthorne, New York, and Stuttgart, Germany.

To demonstrate the success of this combination and solution, IDC
interviewed two users: Carraro Group and Whirlpool Corporation.

Because the DB2 product strategy has
always presumed a heterogeneous
environment, IBM can provide suitable
technologies for integrating the DB2
database component of an i2 solution
with existing enterprise resource
planning applications and databases,
including non-IBM databases, without
requiring changes to those
applications or conversion of the
databases.

IBM's DB2 Product Family:
Powering the i2 Optimized Supply Chain

i2 Six

FFiigguurree 33:: DDBB22//ii22 DDaattaa IInntteeggrraattiioonn
CCaappaabbiilliittiieess

Source: IBM, 2003

Sales and support personnel are 
fully trained and briefed about the
DB2/i2 solution at the IBM and i2
Competency Center in Irving, Texas.
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Carraro Group
Based in Padua, Italy, Carraro Group is a leading manufacturer of
machinery for agricultural and warehouse management, including 
tractors, backhoes, and front-loaders, with 2001 revenue of 385.12
million euros (about US$342.72 million). Carraro is also a world
leader in the manufacture of drivetrains for on- and off-highway 
vehicles. The company has 11 manufacturing plants on four 
continents that, until the installation of i2, had been using different
and incompatible means of managing their supply chains. Carraro
has committed itself to the use of ebusiness for streamlining its 
relationships with suppliers and customers.

Carraro is using the i2 Supply Chain Planner (SCP) and Factory
Planning (FP) components, which are connected by i2 RhythmLink.
The i2 applications have integrated SCM for Carraro's main plant
and its five subsidiary locations within Italy. The company is looking
to implement the full Supply Chain product in the near future. 
The i2 applications run on IBM's eServer pSeries M80 server and
use DB2 UDB for AIX, which is integrated with Carraro's legacy DB2
for OS/390 database.

The product was installed and configured by IBM consultants, who
tuned the full system with DB2. It has been deployed in six plants,
and production planning and logistics specialists in each plant use it
to drive factory production. No customization of the application or
database was necessary for full, successful implementation.

The associated data warehouse is seated on DB2 for OS/390, and
Carraro uses standard business intelligence and OLAP tools for 
analytical purposes. Carraro reported that its ongoing familiarity with
IBM technology and personnel and with DB2 made its adoption of i2
fairly straightforward. The company expressed satisfaction with the
ability of the DB2/i2 combination to support its ebusiness initiatives.

Dr. Daniele Vergani, Carraro's systems manager, expressed great
satisfaction with the role DB2 has played in various phases of the i2
deployment and is especially pleased with its features for ensuring
the security and integrity of the data. "We are very confident in DB2
regarding security and integrity; we never lost data," said Dr. Vergani.

Since installation, Carraro has seen inventories and production lead
times drop by more than 10%. Assembly productivity has increased 
by 5%. Routine inquiries between Carraro headquarters and 
subsidiaries have declined substantially. Carraro expects the SCM
installation to pay for itself within 24 months. The company has been
very pleased with the DB2/i2 combination and plans to extend the use
of the SCM solution to all 11 facilities in the near future.

Carraro has committed itself to the use
of ebusiness for streamlining its
relationships with suppliers and
customers.

The i2 applications use DB2 UDB for
AIX, which is integrated with Carraro's
legacy DB2 for OS/390 database.

Carraro reported that its ongoing
familiarity with IBM technology and
personnel and with DB2 made its
adoption of i2 fairly straightforward. 

"We are very confident in DB2
regarding security and integrity; we
never lost data," said Dr. Daniele
Vergani, Carraro's systems manager.

Carraro expects the SCM installation to
pay for itself within 24 months.
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Whirlpool Corporation
Whirlpool, with 2001 revenue of US$10.3 billion, is a major 
manufacturer of appliances with international operations and supplier
relationships to manage. Its SCM systems are located in North 
America and Europe. Although long committed to DB2 for mainframe
database management, Whirlpool only recently began deploying DB2
UDB for midrange applications. Based on a stocktaking exercise 
a year ago, Whirlpool has decided to concentrate on DB2 UDB as 
the data management platform for new application deployment where
feasible. It was in this context that Whirlpool decided to invest in 
the IBM/i2 solution.

Whirlpool had been eyeing SCM functionality for some time and 
ultimately decided to work with i2. The first module deployed was
Supply Chain Planner, which uses a 30GB database at present,
though Whirlpool expects that number to grow to 75GB as it installs
Deployment Planning and then adds Demand Fulfillment.

Although the Whirlpool team had not worked with either i2 or DB2
UDB and was accustomed to using competing relational DBMS
(RDBMS) software, team members quickly gained confidence due to
the ease of use of the products and the support they received from
the vendors, particularly from IBM's DB2 support team.

According to Tom Winter, Whirlpool's director of IT operations, 
"Getting in on the ground floor with a new technology is always 
a challenge, but you also learn a lot � you quickly develop an 
expertise. [We have been] learning as we work with both i2 and IBM. 
[We have also been learning] as issues come up and [we] deal with
the deployment."

Some of Whirlpool's database administrators (DBAs) were 
accustomed to working with another brand of RDBMS. While they
were impressed with DB2's flexibility, the one drawback they found in
working with DB2 was the lack of easy-to-use tools relative to the
other RDBMS. However, they found that the overall utility of DB2 and
the ease with which it can be integrated into the existing environment
more than make up for this deficit. IDC also notes that Whirlpool was
working with version 7 of DB2 and that version 8 has a wealth of new
features that may address the usability issues they encountered.

Whirlpool has indicated general satisfaction with database and 
application performance to date. In addition, the company has 
reported that the DB2/i2 combination is fast, reliable, dependable, and
flexible, which are key characteristics to its trading partners. Whirlpool
ranked faster time to market and improved inventory management 
as key benefits of the combination. The manufacturer also noted 
that DB2 is significantly less expensive to operate than its other 
major RDBMS.

Based on a stocktaking exercise a
year ago, Whirlpool has decided to
concentrate on DB2 UDB as the data
management platform for new
application deployment where feasible.

IBM's DB2 Product Family:
Powering the i2 Optimized Supply Chain

Whirlpool ranked faster time to market
and improved inventory management
as key benefits of the combination. 
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CHALLENGES AAND OOPPORTUNITIES

The combined solution from IBM and i2 offers a great deal to 
companies that need the speed, dependability, and flexibility required
to compete in the ebusiness world. The challenges that this alliance
faces are typical of any alliance. IBM and i2 must remain committed to
their union, communicate and share their goals, and work through
design disagreements that may arise. They must also provide uniform
and consistent service to their joint customers, not just initially 
but also over the long run. To date, the alliance appears to be rising 
to those challenges. That said, the opportunities in the manufacturing 
industry and related industries will make the efforts of both companies
rewarding. 

CONCLUSION

Establishing full integration of the value chain and managing effectively
are keys to success for any business that intends to exploit 
the opportunities presented by the ebusiness world of CyberSmart 
Computing in the coming years. IBM and i2 both have a history 
of success in providing flexible software that works well in 
complex IT environments. i2's SCM experience and IBM's technology, 
heterogeneous philosophy, and global reach make an ideal 
combination for building the value chain integration and management
solutions demanded by ebusiness.

i2's SCM experience and IBM's
technology, heterogeneous philosophy,
and global reach make an ideal
combination for building the value
chain integration and management
solutions demanded by ebusiness.
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